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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This UK report on the incidence of Hate Speech is a contribution to the “Positive Messengers”
project involving 8 European partners and supported by DG Justice. It aims to provide a basis for
further work specifically analysing the influence of on line media on the spread of Hate Speech
and developing various support tools in collaboration with others to develop a counter narrative –
the “positive message”. Taking as a starting point to Council of Europe definitions of hate speech,
we aim to use both quantitative and qualitative approaches better to understand the
phenomenon as a basis for effective counter actions in the future.

1. Context and Background
The UK has been a country of high immigration for centuries, and the contribution of immigrant
groups to the UK economy and British cultural life has been enormous. This has affected in
particular large urban centres such as London. (see below figure 1) For much of the 20th century
the numbers migrating to and from the UK were roughly in balance, but since 1994 the numbers
migrating to the UK have been greater than the numbers emigrating. They currently measure
some 335,000 per year. Only a relatively small number of these people are Asylum Seekers or
Refugees (5.3% of immigrants).
In recent years immigration has been a major subject of controversy and political debate.
According to surveys of opinion immigration has been one of the public’s major concerns since the
year 2000. It is argued that immigration takes jobs from the indigenous population, depresses
wages and puts pressure on public services. Most objective evidence in the UK, however,
suggests that this is not the case, and in some spheres (economy) immigration has been a major
advantage for the country. It is less straightforward to analyse the cultural and social effects of
immigration on which views are quite varied, but mainly positive. Public attitudes overall have
tended to harden in opposition to the current levels of immigration, and this was one of the major
issues during the recent EU referendum,
Politically there has been a conflation between
immigration, refugees and the EU which has encouraged insular and nationalist sentiments among
the population.

2. Review of Hate Speech
Much of the literature on hate speech and hate crime addresses the phenomenon in general.
There is rather less available evidence on online hate speech. Although not a new phenomenon
there has been a significant increase in hate crime in recent years. It is directed at a number of
groups – for example migrants, religious and racial groups, EU nationals, the disabled, the LGBT
community, women in general. In relation to anti-migrant hate speech the most significant issue
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in the UK is anti- Muslim hate speech, in particular since the 9/11 attacks . The perpetrators of
hate speech are both organised far-right groups and also individuals, especially white males aged
25-59. Such hate speech increases dramatically after ‘trigger’ events such as terrorist attacks in
the UK and abroad. A major impulse was also given by the Brexit vote, after which hate attacks
increased, notably but not exclusively directed against EU nationals in the UK. It can be argued
that the language used by politicians during the referendum validated such attacks. It is also
tacitly encouraged by important sections of the mainstream press. In 2015/16 over 62,000 hate
crimes were recorded by the police in England and Wales (an annual increase of 19%). Of these
79% were race hate crimes.
The growth of the internet has resulted in a qualitative and quantitative change in the extent and
influence of hate crime. Although there are no comprehensive figures for online hate speech, for
example on Twitter, reliable research into online Islamophobia estimates that during July 2016
over 14,500 anti-Islamic tweets were posted in the UK.

3. Combatting Hate Speech
There is a wide range of legal instruments against on-line hate, in particular the Malicious
Communications Act, 1998 and the Communications Act, 2003. There are also important laws
forbidding all forms racial and religious hatred or threats and hatred directed at someone's sexual
orientation. The Crown prosecution Service has established detailed guidelines on prosecutions.
In addition to the legal system, both state organisations and civil society have been established to
combat hate crime of all kinds. These include official or semi-official bodies mapping and
reporting hate crime and offering information and support to the victims of such crimes; there are
also general campaign and support groups for migrants and victims of hate crime and support
groups for specific groups (Jewish community, Poles, Muslims for example). This is a very active
area and increasingly there is a move towards mutual support and cooperation.

4. Conclusions and Recommendations
There is much to be learned from the excellent work already being done in the UK. At the same
time there is no denying that the problem is a considerable and growing one. At this stage we
make the following (tentative and provisional) suggestions for taking forward the fight against
hate crime
1. A clear legal framework is important. Current law in UK is probably sufficient although
it could be clarified for public. The law by itself is not, however, enough.
2. More could be done by social media companies to identify and remove hate speech
3. Ways need to be found to continue funding and disseminating information to the
mainstream.
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4. We should support the process of cooperation and coordination between organisations.
5. Guidelines could help people to support the victims of hate speech on line.
6. We need to understand the perpetrators in order to change (some) attitudes.
7. Key to combatting hate speech will be the messages coming from the victims and
survivors. It is they, not the state or even support organisations who will develop the
positive messages.
8. The counter narrative must itself be disseminated through the on line media, and rely
not only on conventional means (discussion) but art, drama, video and stories.
9. EDUCATION. A main target group must be school aged children, from primary onwards.

Figure 1: London’s Diverse communities
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Project background
The project is implemented by a consortium of 8 organizations from 7 countries: Sofia
Development Association (Bulgaria) – lead partner, Libera Università di Lingue e Comunicazione
IULM - IUL (Italy), the Languages Company (United Kingdom), Center for Peace (Croatia), People in
Need (Czech Republic), Asociația Divers (Romania), Associazione FORMA.Azione (Italy), and
Municipality of Agii Anargiri-Kamatero (Greece).
This project tackles the issue of hate speech - online hate speech in particular, targeted against
migrants, refugees and asylum seekers in the 7 EU countries. It addresses the need for a more
effective civil society response to online hate speech through sharing and disseminating best
practices. The main project objective is to strengthen the response of civil society at the national
and EU level to online hate speech through active engagement of local communities in creating
and sharing powerful counter-narratives against xenophobic discourse. The project focuses on 1)
building multi-stakeholder coalitions for developing counter-narratives to denounce hate speech
and negative representations of migrants and refugees, and 2) disseminating the positive
messages through media literacy and a public awareness campaign.
The project also aims:
•

To compile and share best practices for countering the spread of online hate speech
against migrants, refugees and minorities through awareness-raising campaigns;

•

To provide new data on the nature, scope and impact of online hate speech targeting
migrants and refugees, in order to aid national and EU authorities to develop more
effective integration and anti-discrimination policies;

•

To foster shared understanding and communication between the communities most
vulnerable to hate speech and mainstream society in Europe;

•

To educate and train the target groups about hate speech, media literacy, creation and
dissemination of web content.

1.2. Objectives
The research focuses on the national normative frameworks developed to identify, limit and
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counter hate speech online, the mechanisms for monitoring and reporting hate speech instances,
and legal and non-legal measures to counter hate speech.
The specific research objectives are:
• To provide up-to-date picture of the national context as well as comparative
assessments on countering hate speech;
• To identify key stakeholders, supporters, multipliers, to be involved in subsequent
project activities;
• To assess key civil society initiatives for countering hate speech and other forms of
discrimination;
• To identify best strategies for civic actors to counter hate-based violence on the
Internet.

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1. Research problem and aim of the research
The research problem is defined by the main project objectives, namely, to strengthen the civil
society response against the spread of online hate speech against migrants and refugees.
Accordingly, the research has two main aims: 1) to describe and assess the effectiveness of the
existing regulations against online hate speech in each partner country, and 2) to assess the
societal responses against hate speech in each partner country in order to develop more effective
strategies for civic actors to counter online hate speech against migrants and refugees.

2.2. Justification of the research
• While a number of studies on the regulatory framework on hate speech have been done in
individual countries and across the EU, not enough has been done to establish the
effectiveness of these regulations (or the need for new ones) in the case of online hate
speech against migrants and refugees. The increasing migration flows to Europe in the past
two years, coupled with the rising negative attitude to migrants and refugees create a new
sense of urgency to look deeper into the issue and to generate the changes needed. In this
regard, the research will provide the basis for developing powerful counter-narratives
against xenophobia in an environment where migrants and refugees are becoming
increasingly vulnerable not only to verbal assault but to physical violence as well. In
addition, the study will allow for a critical assessment of social media’s role in creating and
spreading discriminative and xenophobic attitudes, and for a critical assessment of the
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most recent regulatory changes and cooperation agreements between national and EU
public authorities and Internet intermediaries – organizations that mediate online
communication such as Google, Facebook, to curb the spread and incidence of hate speech
on the internet. Research findings will be followed with recommendations in the country
reports and the integrated comparative report targeted at the relevant stakeholders.
•

In defining the scope of the research, the project team members have considered previous
studies on hate speech done at national and EU level, as well as publications on
discrimination, xenophobia, and racism. Given the tensions between hate speech and
freedom of expression, as well as its intersection in issues of human rights, equality and
dignity, and laws governing the media, the research will focus on various pieces of
legislation that might be applicable to hate speech and online hate speech in particular.

2.3. Definitions used
• The research does not aim to engage in theoretical debates on the definition of the term
“hate speech” or debates on the tension between freedom of expression and hate speech.
For the purposes of this study, and given the lack of a common international definition of
hate speech, the project partners have agreed to use the definition proposed by the
Council of Europe: „The term‚ hate speech“ shall be understood as covering all forms of
expression which spread, incite, promote or justify racial hatred, xenophobia,
anti‐Semitism or other forms of hatred based on intolerance, including: intolerance
expressed by aggressive nationalism and ethnocentrism, discrimination and hostility
against minorities, migrants and people of immigrant origin.“ 1 The research will also take
into account article 2.1 of the Additional Protocol to the Convention on Cybercrime 2,
which states that "racist and xenophobic material" means any written material, any image
or any other representation of ideas or theories, which advocates, promotes or incites
hatred, discrimination or violence, against any individual or group of individuals, based on
race, color, descent or national or ethnic origin, as well as religion if used as a pretext for
any of these factors. Partners will also use as guidelines the definition of cyberhate and the
forms and mechanisms used by those who spread or promote hate online proposed by the
Anti‐Defamation League (ADL) “ADL defines Cyber hate as any use of electronic
communications technology to spread anti‐Semitic, racist, bigoted, extremist or terrorist
messages or information. These electronic communications technologies include the
1

Appendix to RECOMMENDATION No. R (97) 20 of the Committee of Ministers on “Hate Speech." Adopted by the Committee of
Ministers of the Council of Europe on 30 October 1997 at the 607th meeting of the Ministers' Deputies

2

Additional Protocol to the Convention on Cybercrime, concerning the criminalisation of acts of a racist and xenophobic nature
committed through computer systems (Strasbourg, 28.I.2003).
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Internet (i.e., Web‐sites, social networking sites, “Web 2.0” user‐generated content, dating
sites, blogs, on‐line games, instant messages, and E‐mail) as well as other computer‐ and
cell phone‐based information technologies (such as text messages and mobile phones).” 3

2.4. Research methods
Given the main goal of the research, that is, mapping the national context (regulatory framework
and societal responses to online hate speech), the methods selected for data gathering and
analysis are qualitative. The qualitative focus of the research is justified in light of its primary aim,
namely to get a deeper understanding and to support assessment of the social and non-regulatory
mechanisms that can help to counter the production, dissemination and impact of hateful
messages online. The methods to be employed for the research include literature review
(including review of legal literature, academic and non-academic articles), and secondary data
review (for example, content produced by NGOs, relevant public bodies, scholars, representative
surveys, legal databases, national statistics reports).

3. NATIONAL CONTEXT FRAMEWORK
3.1. National context overview and data on current social, economic and political
situation in the UK
The UK has been a country of high immigration (and also emigration) for many centuries. This
movement of people has been a major contributing factor to its growth as a global economy and
culturally rich environment. Of particular significance in earlier times were the influx of
Protestants fleeing persecution in the Netherlands and France (17/18 Century), the arrival of Irish
economic migrants and East European Jews fleeing persecution (19th/20th Century) and the
migrant populations from the British Empire in Asia and Africa. After World War II labour
shortages led to the recruitment of more than 300,000 European nationals (mainly from Italy,
Poland, Romania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia) and later of hundreds of thousands of immigrants from
former colonies in the Caribbean, partitioned India, Africa and Hong Kong. Although the rights of
British Commonwealth citizens to settle in the UK were largely curtailed after 1962, large numbers
of Kenyan and Ugandan Asians settled in the 1970s and the Bangladesh War of Independence
resulted in a significant growth of the Bengali Community. Since 1992 membership of the EU has

3

From Responding to Cyberhate, Toolkit for Action (ADL), http://www.adl.org/internet/Binder_final.pdf
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led to considerable economic migration, most recently from Eastern and Central Europe.
Many of these immigrant groups settled and took root in large metropolitan centres, and in
particular London. Currently for example nearly 40% of Londoners have an immigrant background
and over 200 languages are spoken by London schoolchildren (King and Carson eds 2016 p.29 and
see also UK Census 2011).

3.1.1 Migration Statistics
The current population of the United Kingdom is 65,476,013 as of Wednesday, May 31, 2017,
based on the latest United Nations estimates (worldometers 2017). The United Kingdom
comprises England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales.
Migration in the 1990s
Although for much of the 20th Century the numbers migrating to and from the UK were roughly in
balance, and between the 1960s and 1990s the number of emigrants was often greater than the
number of immigrants, since 1994 the number of people migrating to the UK has been greater
than the number emigrating. Over the last two decades, both immigration and emigration have
increased to historically high levels, with immigration exceeding emigration by more than 100,000
in every year since 1998. This increase in net migration (the difference between immigration and
emigration) has been quite striking, leading to an increase from an annual average of 37,000 in the
period 1991 to 1995 to an annual average of 249,000 in the period 2011 to 2015. (Hawkins, 2017).
Migration today
Net migration reached 336,000 in the year ending March 2015 and has been above 320,000 since
then. Before the year ending March 2015, the highest estimate of net migration was 320,000 in
the year ending June 2005. The most recent estimate of net migration was 335,000 in the year
ending June 2016.
In 2014, 13% of people migrating to the UK were British nationals, 43% were nationals of other EU
countries, and 44% were nationals of non-EU countries. The most common countries of birth for
foreign born residents of the UK were India, Poland, Ireland and Pakistan. In England and Wales,
Poland showed by far the largest percentage increase in the top ten countries of birth, with a ninefold rise over the last decade following its accession to the EU in 2004. (Nomisweb 2017).
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Regional variations
Not surprisingly the UK’s migrant population is concentrated in London. Around 37% of people
living in the UK who were born abroad live in the capital city. Similarly, around 37% of people
living in London were born outside the UK, compared with 13% for the UK as a whole.
After London, the English regions with the highest proportions of their population born abroad
were the South East (12.4%), the West Midlands (12.1%), and the East of England (12.0%). Of all
the nations and regions of the UK, the North East had the lowest proportion of its population born
abroad (5.5%), followed by Wales (5.6%), Northern Ireland (7.0%), and Scotland (7.4%). (ONS
2016).
UK and other EU countries
The United Kingdom is among the EU countries with the largest inflows of foreign nationals, but it
is not unique. In 2014, the EU countries with the largest inflows of foreign nationals were
Germany (790,000), the UK (551,000), Spain (264,000) and Italy (248,000). (ONS May 2016) . In
terms of net migration (those arriving minus those leaving) the countries with the largest net
inflows of foreign nationals were Germany (580,000), followed by the UK (368,000), Italy (201,000)
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and France (167,000). The EU countries with the largest number of foreign-national residents in
January 2015 were Germany (7.5 million), the UK (5.4 million), Italy (5.0 million), Spain (4.5
million), and France (4.4 million).
When measured as a proportion of the total population, foreign nationals were 8.4% of the UK
population, which places the UK 10th among the 28 EU countries on this measure. Foreign-born
people were 13.0% of the UK population, which also places the UK 10th among EU countries on
this measure. It should, however, be noted that many people of immigrant background are now
second or third generation UK citizens and would naturally not be recorded in these statistics.

3.1.2 Refugees (Asylum Seekers)
According to the UN Convention and Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees, Article 1, an
asylum seeker is someone who does so “from well founded fear of being persecuted for reasons
of race, religion, nationality….social group, or political opinion”. (UNCHR 2010). Asylum seekers
are generally counted as a subset of migrants and are included in official estimates of migrants.
However, the UN Convention on the Rights of Migrants defines a migrant worker as a "person who
is to be engaged, is engaged or has been engaged in a remunerated activity in a State of which he
or she is not a national." From this a broader definition of migrants it follows that:
"The term 'migrant' in article 1.1 (a) should be understood as covering all cases where the
decision to migrate is taken freely by the individual concerned, for reasons of 'personal
convenience' and without intervention of an external compelling factor."
‘Migrants are thus defined as people who make choices about when to leave and where to go,
even though these choices are sometimes extremely constrained. Indeed, some scholars make a
distinction between voluntary and involuntary migration.’ (Hawkins 2017 p.6). This “scholarly”
distinction also corresponds to a more recent popular and media distinction between “genuine”
refugees and “economic migrants”. On the other hand, the descriptions can also be confused.
Although asylum seekers are a component of migration, as measured in official statistics, it is not
strictly correct under United Nations definitions to use the term migrant to refer to an asylum
seeker or refugee. Yet in much public debate there is also considerable conflation between the
two, especially since the crises in the Middle East.
Although in the past the UK has been presented as a country which welcomes refugees - from the
Huguenots and the Jewish refugees to the Asians from East Africa (see above) - its recent record
has been unimpressive. In 2015, there were 32,733 applications for asylum in the UK, covering
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39,968 people (asylum seekers and their dependants). In the same year, immigration was
approximately 631,000. The ONS estimates that asylum seekers were around 5.3% of immigration
in 2015/16

3.1.3 Economic Consequences of Migration
There is some political debate about the effects of migration on the UK economy. In particular
those opposed to high levels of immigration argue that high migration depresses wages and living
standards and increases unemployment. This was a major factor in the Brexit debate.
In fact this argument is difficult to sustain. Unemployment in the UK is low by EU standards.
According to the Office of National Statistics (ONS) in February 2017 The employment rate (the proportion of people aged from 16 to 64 who were in work) was
74.6%, the joint highest since comparable records began in 1971.
There were 1.56 million unemployed people (people not in work but seeking and available
to work), 45,000 fewer than for September to November 2016 and 141,000 fewer than for
a year earlier. The unemployment rate was 4.7%, down from 5.1% for a year earlier. It has
not been lower since June to August 1975. (ONS April 2017)
The Office of National Statistics also has recent figures for the areas of employment where
immigrants are particularly to be found. (ONS April 2017) In 2016, 11% (3.4 million) of the UK
labour market (30.3 million) were non-UK nationals, 7% (2.2 million) being EU nationals and 4%
(1.2 million) non-EU nationals. There are higher proportions of international migrants in some
industry sectors than others; in particular 14% of the wholesale and retail trade, hotels and
restaurants workforce are international migrants (including 508,000 EU nationals) and 12% of the
financial and business services sectors (of which 382,000 are EU nationals); 8% of workers in
manufacturing are nationals from the 2004 enlargement of the EU.
701,000 non-UK nationals work in the public administration, education and health sectors
including over a quarter of pre 2004 EU workers (27%) and non-EU workers (29%). The highest
number of non-UK nationals are employed in basic occupations (such as selling goods, cleaning or
freight handling), in which approximately 669,000 non-UK nationals are employed (510,000 are EU
nationals); this is followed by professional occupations, in which an estimated 658,000 non-UK
nationals were employed (352,000 EU nationals).
Non-UK nationals are more likely to be in jobs that they are over-qualified for than UK nationals;
approximately 15% of UK nationals were employed in jobs they were deemed to be over-educated
for (in comparison to other workers), compared with almost 2 in 5 non-UK nationals.
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EU nationals from the latest accession countries work more hours than UK nationals; nearly twothirds of nationals from Bulgaria and Romania for example (61%) work more than 40 hours per
week, compared to a third of UK nationals (32%).
Compared to the national average (median) earnings (£11.30 per hour), EU nationals from pre
2004 earned more (£12.59) whereas nationals of the later accession countries had the lowest
earnings (£8.33).
A study by the London School of Economics Centre for Economic Performance (Dinghra et al 2016)
concluded that “A reduction in immigration from the European Union (EU) following a vote for
Brexit would not lead to any improvement in living standards for those born in the UK”. An earlier
report by Jonathan Wadsworth on Immigration and the UK Labour Market (Wadsworth 2015)
summarised this as follows:
•

The share of immigrants among working age adults in the UK more than doubled
between 1995 and 2014 – from 8% to 17% – and now stands at over 6.5 million.
Immigration is now the top concern in opinion polling.

•

Net migration was 250,000 in 2014, significantly above the government’s target of a
maximum of 100,000 by the end of the current parliament.

•

European Union (EU) countries account for one third of the total immigrant stock. New
inflows of EU immigrants are almost as large as inflows from outside the EU. Most EU
arrivals are for work-related reasons whereas most non-EU arrivals are for studyrelated reasons.

•

Immigrants are better educated and younger than their UK-born counterparts,
especially those from the EU15 (the members before the 2004 EU enlargement).
Around 10% of all migrants are students. Immigrants are over-represented in the very
high-skilled and very low-skilled occupations.

•

Almost 40% of all immigrants live in London and 37% of Londoners were born abroad.
Around 60% of the working age populations of Brent and Westminster are immigrants
compared with under 3% in Knowsley and Redcar & Cleveland.

•

Immigrants do not account for a majority of new jobs. The immigrant share in new jobs
is – and always has been – broadly the same as the share of immigrants in the working
age population.

•

There is still no evidence of an overall negative impact of immigration on jobs, wages,
housing or the crowding out of public services. Any negative impacts on wages of less
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skilled groups are small. One of the largest impacts of immigration seems to be on
public perceptions.
More positively it can be argued that immigration into the UK has strengthened the economy
through the renewal of the workforce - with a continual supply of highly skilled, highly educated
and hard working people from Europe and elsewhere. The immigrant populations have also made
a major contribution to economic growth through the development of small scale enterprises
which enabled them to help their families and educate the nest generation. The example of Tower
Hamlets in East London is a striking one, even though the conditions described here are fast
disappearing The London-born Bangladeshis, the children of the curry house owners and the sweatshop
workers, have marched into the centre of British society….it is much easier for immigrants
to start a small business in London than in other European cities, making it far more likely
that the arrival city here will be a toehold rather than a trap. The curry restaurant was the
quintessential and largely very successful form of entrepreneurship for village arrivals, a
self- built economic and cultural rescue passage but the second generation have turned
their back on the food trade…instead entering finance, government and information
technology, with an increasingly visible number or arrival-city children in national politics,
media and academia (Saunders D, 2010)

3.1.4 Cultural Change
The impact of immigration in British culture has also been of major importance. Although less
straightforward to quantify, anyone who had visited or lived in a large British city in the 1950s
would be aware of major changes, which have affected the whole population. Whether in terms
of the food that people eat, the places where they shop, worship or relax, their friends and family,
the music and festivals they enjoy, the very fabric and landscape of towns and cities, nothing is the
same.
A number of sources describe these changes and the effects on the population as a whole.
(http://www.natcen.ac.uk/blog/what-do-british-people-really-think-about-immigration)
http://www.pitlanemagazine.com/ethnicity-and-gender/the-influence-of-immigration-on-britishculture.html)
Although the picture is mixed, according to most recent surveys (Natcen 2015 for example), the
majority view is that immigration has has a positive effect on British culture. There is nevertheless
a sizeable minority who find that “the speed of change has been a rather more disturbing
phenomenon… and who find diversity disconcerting” (King/Carson eds 2016).
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3.1.5 Social attitudes and reactions
Despite the generally positive impact of immigration, social attitudes in the UK have always been
problematic. The feeling that ‘there are too many immigrants and we are overcrowded’ and that
‘immigration is a problem for the country’, is not new but it has increased over the years.
The British Social Attitudes Survey, stretching back to 1995, found firstly, that the proportion of
Britons who feel immigration should be reduced has increased since 1995 (mostly between 1995
and 2003); but secondly, even in 1995 when net migration was around 60,000, 63% of the public
wanted the number of immigrants reduced. (Natcen 2013).
Such social and cultural attitudes are not necessarily based on objective reality. For example on
average people think that three in ten of the population are immigrants. (Ipsos MORI Jan 2014)
whereas the official estimate for the percentage of immigrants is only 13%. (14% if estimates for
illegal migrants are also taken into account). There is also a strong perception that ‘migrant
workers are undercutting British workers in terms of pay and taking our jobs as a result’ (Ipsos
MORI June 2011). These perceptions are again demonstrated by a YouGov poll in September 2013
that showed that 61% of the population think ‘immigrants are taking the jobs and driving down
wage rates of British-born workers seeking low paid jobs.’ Neither of these (typical) findings are
consistent with the labour market statistics which show unprecedentedly high levels of
employment and correspondingly low unemployment in the UK.
Diverse responses
There are some significant differences in attitudes between different sectors of the UK population.
Those who are better off and better educated are far more positive about immigration than the
rest of the population, with 60% of graduates believing immigration benefits Britain economically,
compared with 17% of those with no qualifications. There is also a geographical divide, with 54%
of Londoners taking the view that immigration is good for the economy compared with 28% of
people around the rest of the country. In addition there is a clear generational gap with the oldest
cohort most likely to be concerned about immigration and the youngest least: by 2013, the prewar generation was twice as likely as generation Y to consider immigration a problem (a 19
percentage point gap) (Natcen 2013).
A recent survey and report by Lord Ashcroft (Lord Ashcroft, 2013) suggests seven segments of
opinion on the topic of immigration. He categorises these groups as follows –
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Universal Hostility 16%

Working class, middle aged, low levels of formal education;
hostile to all aspects

Cultural Concerns 16%

Older , owner occupiers, concerned about cultural changes and
public services

Competing for Jobs 14%

Concerned about impact on jobs and wages

Fighting for entitlements 12%

Older than average, relatively low levels of formal education.
Immigration a main concern

Comfortable pragmatists 22%

Graduates and professionals. Generally balanced view and not
concerned

Urban Harmony (9%)

Young, urban ethnically diverse. See positives but may be
concerned about job competition

Militantly Multicultural 10%

Graduates and professionals. Overwhelmingly positive

Politics and the Brexit factor
Racism and Xenophobia have always been present in British political life. In the early 20th century
anti- Jewish and anti-Irish sentiments were part of the extremist discourse which met a response
in some parts of the population. The race attacks and racist discourse of the 50s and 60s
targeting Afro Caribbean immigrants in particular affected not only extremist groups but also
mainstream conservatism, most strikingly in the 1968 speech by a Conservative cabinet minister ,
Enoch Powell, in a speech attacking immigration, immigrants and diversity and which became
known as the “rivers of blood” speech. (e.g. Daily Telegraph 2007) The second half of the century
also saw a liberal reaction, both through legislation (Race Relations Act) and through cultural and
social change (the normalisation of multiculturalism). By the 1990s many observers believed that
the issue of race and immigration was largely resolved.
This may indeed correspond to economic and social stability on a broader scale. A survey by
Ipsos Mori shows that the early peaks in concern about immigration coincide with surges in net
migration; the period of relatively low concern about immigration occurred during a time of
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cyclical but relatively stable net migration; the latest sustained increase in concern follows the
surge in net migration in the early 2000s.

Figure 3: Public perceptions of important issues facing Britain (IPSOS MORI 2004)

In the UK elections of 1997 and 2001 and even 2005, despite the efforts of some politicians to
escalate immigration (and also the European Union) as issues of concern, the public was largely
unimpressed. Far more pressing were their concerns about public services and law and order.
(see Figure 3) More recently however, this has changed. NatCen Social Research’s British Social
Attitudes survey conducted in 2013 shows that at that time more than 77% of the public wanted
to see a reduction in immigration into Britain and public views of the level of immigration were
significantly more negative even than in 2011. (The Migration Observatory, November 2016).
Since then immigration has consistently ranked among the top five issues. By August 2016, it was
the issue picked most often by respondents (34%).
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The other top five issues that concerned respondents that month were the:
EU/Europe (31%),
the National Health Service (31%),
the economy (30%),
housing (22%),
and defence/international terrorism (19%).
Three factors may have contributed to this. The principal one is probably the effects of the 2007/8
financial crisis and the subsequent policies of austerity which have massively increased pressure
on public services and personal well-being and increased feelings of alienation and insecurity
among many people. This has undermined the liberal, multicultural consensus.
In addition there have been undoubted effects on attitudes arising from the growth of
fundamentalist terrorism and the state reactions to it. This has been exacerbated and in some
cases conflated with the refugee crisis of the last 5 years. In the UK these issues were brought
together by the Brexit Referendum, during which the issues of mass immigration, linked to a
distant European bureaucracy and widespread feelings of alienation, were key factors in the
debate.

Figure 4: Referendum poster from the Leave Campaign
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3.2. Literature review on Hate Speech and Online Hate Speech
There is a considerable literature on hate crime and hate speech, but much less specifically
concerning online hate speech, probably because this has emerged as major issue relatively
recently. In the authoritative Routledge International Handbook on Hate Crime (Hall, Corb,
Giannnasi and Grieve eds, 2015) for example out of 35 chapters only three are devoted specifically
to on line hate (Littman, Rolfing, Corb). Much current investigation and study of online hate
speech and crime is through various state and civil society initiatives established to combat hate
crime and to develop a counter narrative (see below Section 4).
Anti Muslim hate speech
Despite the freedom to hold religious beliefs, anti-Muslim hate speech has existed in the UK for
centuries (College of Policing, 2014a). However, the 9/11 terrorist attacks in 2001 (Mohideen &
Mohideen, 2008) marked a turning point as UK Muslims became particularly vulnerable to hate
speech since then and this has also spiked after recent incidents linked to the so-called Islamic
State group (Awan & Zempi, 2015). Although ISIS are widely perceived as unrepresentative of, or
inimicable to Islam (‘peace’ in Arabic) this has led to the unjustified characterisations of all
Muslims, who are currently the largest faith group subject to hate speech (Zempi, 2014).
Reducing anti-Muslim hate speech is a particular concern in the UK, as, after Christianity, Islam is
the next most common religion at 2.8% of the population (Giannasi, 2016). Although anti-Muslim
language has been a problem in the UK long before the Internet emerged, it has been argued
(Feldman et al 2013) that 74% of reported anti-Muslim hate speech now occurs online, particularly
on social media sites. Far-right groups such as the English Defence League (EDL) and the British
National Party (BNP) also employ cyber hate that exacerbates religious tensions and circulate antiMuslim hate speech on Facebook and Twitter (Awan, 2014). The College of Policing in its 2014
Report noted that this elicited an increase in anti-Muslim language and highlighted the animosity
towards Muslims that exists in the UK.
However, according to Hall (2005), ‘hate speech perpetrators are more likely to be ‘ordinary’
members of the public than organised groups’. Specifically, the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS)
suggests that this language is used by White British males that are aged 25-59, against women in
particular, as they display ‘visible’ Islamic identity e.g. hijabs or niqabs (Feldman et al.,2013).
Anti-Muslim hate speech has far-reaching effects, as it is embedded in an ecosystem of ‘real
world’ contextual variables e.g. political, social, religious, cultural and psychological (Spolsky,
2004). But Anti-Muslim hatred manifests itself not only linguistically, but also physically;
dangerous labels, e.g. ‘terrorist’ or ‘paedo’, scare non-Muslims (Mohideen & Mohideen, 2008) and
provoke an increase in violent and often fatal attacks on UK Muslims (Zempi, 2014).
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Anti-Muslim hate speech has increased dramatically in the UK in the aftermath of ‘trigger’ events
on local, national and international scales (Awan & Zempi, 2015). This includes the terrorist attacks
of 9/11 in 2001, the 2005 London bombings, the 2013 murder of Lee Rigby in Woolwich, London
and more recently the European Referendum. Although the data has yet to be confirmed similar
spikes have been observed following the terrorist attacks in Manchester and London. Williams &
Burnap (2015) observed a significant rise in anti-Muslim hate speech on Twitter in the two weeks
following the Woolwich murder. Similarly, thousands of UK Muslims were subject to hate speech
in the days following 9/11 and 14% received verbal abuse in the week after the 2005 bombings
(Iganski, 2008). The Independent of 27 June 2016 reported that hate crime had risen 57 per cent in
the aftermath of the EU referendum vote, according to the National Police Chiefs’ Council.
Nearly 40% of UK Muslims live in London, which thus produces most anti-Muslim hate speech
(Feldman et al., 2013). Not only do Muslims enter the UK by choice, in order to access
opportunities, but there has also been a surge of refugees fleeing in areas such as the Balkans,
Africa and the Middle East, to seek asylum in the UK and other states which have an international
commitment to offer asylum to those in genuine need (College of Policing, 2014).This surge was
matched by a corresponding increase in hate speech (College of Policing, 2014).
Giannasi (2016) interestingly concludes that when assessing the UK policy, the many changes in
the law and the counter narratives of TellMAMA and other anti-hate speech organisations ‘elicited
a change in attitudes towards anti-Muslim hate speech’. He adds that ‘the last decade has seen
the UK become diverse and vibrant, with people finding it increasingly unacceptable to use hateful
language on the basis of religion (HM Government, 2012)’. But his report dates back to February
2016, months before the June referendum. The picture in post referendum in the UK is a more
sombre one. The main target may have switched from Muslims to EU migrants, but the language
of hate is very much the same and on the whole perpetrated by the same people and
organisations.
The Brexit Factor
Things changed dramatically during and after the June Referendum and once the “Leave” vote
won the day, anti-EU hate speech and violent acts increased dramatically. Those most targeted
were Poles, the most shocking incident being the murder of Arek Jozwik in Harlow (BBC News 6
September 2016). Overall official police statistics for England, Wales and Northern Ireland
between June and August 2016 show a 27% increase in recorded hate crimes one week prior to
the referendum which increased to 46% one week after the referendum. (True vision website).
Britain's Polish community is the largest EU immigrant community with some 850, 000 Poles
currently living in the UK, some from the post war period but many more recent arrivals. Britain’s
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Polish community has been left shocked by incidents of hate crime reported since the British
referendum to leave the EU. Police have been investigating several cases, including racist graffiti
daubed on the Polish and Social Cultural Association in London, and cards with the words "Leave
the EU, no more Polish vermin" being posted through the letter boxes of Polish families and
distributed outside primary schools in Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire (BBC news, 28 June 2016).
Demos analysis (Demos 2016) found that 2,413 incidents were reported from UK streets of hate
speech and xenophobic abuse in the week following the EU Referendum. It also identified 13,236
tweets sent in the UK from 24 June–1 July with xenophobic or anti-immigrant attitudes. However
the study found that Twitter was also used as a platform for expressing solidarity with migrants
and challenging racism – with 44,003 tweets sent during the same period under the #SafetyPin
support hashtag.
‘Race hate crimes have soared in ‘divided’ Britain after Brexit vote, study claims’ was the title of an
article by the Express newspaper of 18 August 2016.
Sky News, 22 August 2016, reported that there was a sharp increase in suspected race hate crimes
on UK railways following the vote to leave the European Union, according to new figures released
by the British Transport Police (BTP). In the two weeks after the poll, BTP recorded 119 incidents
of alleged racist abuse and attacks at stations - equivalent to eight every day.
The number of alleged race hate offenses logged by the force between 24 June and 7 July
amounts to a 57% increase compared with the previous two weeks - and an even sharper rise of
78% on the equivalent period last year.
A UN committee took the unprecedented step of saying that politicians should share the blame for
the surge in racist crimes during and after EU referendum campaign (The Guardian, 26 August
2016). The committee said that “Many politicians and prominent political figures not only failed to
condemn it but also created and entrenched prejudices, thereby emboldening individuals to carry
out acts of intimidation and hate towards ethnic or ethno-religious minority communities and
people who are visibly different”. The infamous poster (see above) – unveiled by Nigel Farage, the
then UKIP leader - of a long queue of immigrants crossing borders (reminiscent of a Nazi anti
Jewish poser of the 1930s) was reported to the police for inciting racial hatred. The Guardian also
states that more than 3,000 allegations of hate crimes were made to UK police – mainly in the
form of harassment and threats – in the week before and the week after the 23 June vote, a yearon-year increase of 42%.
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Role of the media
The media play an important role in anti-Muslim and anti EU hate speech as they increasingly
emphasise the differences between Islam and the West, whilst characterizing Muslims as a
homogenous group that are alien and ‘other’ (Johnson & Milani, 2010). For example, the UK
newspaper, the Daily Mail Online, adopts the term Isis (Islamic State in Iraq and Syria) (Mail
Online, 2016), which maintains the link between the terrorist group and Islam. The BBC constantly
refers to ‘the so-called Islamic State’, thus emphasising again the link between Daesh and Islam
instead of questioning it. This encourages people to believe that all Muslims (and thus all Muslim
refugees) are de facto terrorists.
During the referendum campaign the BBC ‘bent over backwards’ according to Prof Ivor Gaber,
Professor of Journalism at the University of Sussex and Independent Editorial Adviser to the BBC
Trust (CSJCC, 2016) to give a ‘balanced’ view on the Remain & Leave campaigns: to such an extent
that it resulted in confusing statements and in a coverage that was, unintentionally, misleading.
Dei & Asgharzadeh (2003) argue that the language practices and ideologies within formal
education spill out into wider society and can eradicate social barriers. Awan & Zempi (2015)
suggest that the Department of Education should challenge anti-Muslim hate speech through
mass education via school workshops and improve the guidance for teachers as to how to tackle
hate speech.
Role of the Internet
It is not an exaggeration to say that the growth of the internet and social media have resulted in a
qualitative as well as quantitative change in the extent and influence of hate crime. The Internet
makes it easy to send or transmit material to an intended or incidental victim. Hate mail which
used to be sent through the postal system is now being sent by email, social networks, instant
messaging and open-source websites. The internet also allows an individual to take on a new and
anonymous identity and to bypass traditional editorial controls, to share their views with millions
(College of Policing, 2014).
This potential was understood very quickly by extremists. For example in 1995 Wyatt Kaldenberg,
a US neo Nazi wrote that
The Internet is more important than a march for the white man….With the Internet you
can post using a false name, and no-one will ever find out who you are. The most visible
aspect of the neo-Nazi utilisation of cyberspace has been the dispersal of propaganda.
(Kaldenberg 1995 cited by Corb p.309)
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Online hate messages can be sent anonymously or by using a false identity, making it difficult to
identify the offender. Furthermore, the interactive nature of social media has significantly
changed the nature and impact of hate material. Previously, hate material was shared largely in
closed environments such as chat rooms. Social media provides the means to post material
publicly, for example, to the comments sections of newspapers and other websites. The number
of individuals exposed to such material has increased hugely, placing additional demands on law
enforcement agencies to respond (College of Policing, 2014).
One important result of this is that “shrouded under a veil of impartiality and potential anonymity
, the Internet permits the aspiring member to view the world and global conflicts through an
extremist lens” (Corb 311). This creation of on line “echo chambers “ Krasodomski-Jones (2016)
whose participants hear only the views that feed their prejudices encourages extremism of all
kinds and impedes the development of consensual and democratic discussion, increasingly
encouraged by some politicians and their criticism of ‘fake news’.
A related form of this anonymous “negative virtual communication” is the relatively recent
concept of “trolling”. Trolls - online bullies - seem to experience “pleasure and satisfaction out of
the reactions…they receive for their often offensive and sometimes hateful virtual posts and
comments” (Rohfling 297). Their postings are directed at a number of groups - immigrants,
religious groups especially Muslims, the disabled, LGBT and women (especially women in public
life). The effects of this activity (and of ways to counter it) were vividly described by Victoria
Wright, a disability rights campaigner at a recent OnLine Hate Summit in London
(http://www.notjustafunnyface.co.uk)
Another notorious case was the trolling of the Labour MP, Jo Cox in 2016. She was subsequently
murdered by a man with right wing extremist views. In May 2017 (The Times of 1st May 2017)
MPs held an inquiry into hate crime and its consequences following her murder and have declared
that ‘Google, Twitter and Facebook have shamefully failed to tackle terrorism, violence and hatred
online.’ The MPs accuse the social media giants of ignoring pleas to remove illegal and dangerous
content despite being among the wealthiest organisations in the world. They have argued that
the next government should consider urgently changing the law so that social media operators
would be prosecuted for leaving unlawful messages on their sites, the select committee report
says.
“web companies should be made to reimburse the police for online investigations, just as
football clubs are charged for match-day policing.”
(Select Committee report cited in The Times)
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Internet hate crime can cause significant distress for the communities affected by it. It is can also
increase community tensions and act as a motivator for those with a propensity to commit hate
crime by such means. For these reasons, and because of the significant concerns raised by
community groups, responding to hate crime on the internet has become a priority for the police
service (College of Policing, 2014).

3.3. General overview of legislation and regulations on hate speech
Considerable attention has been given to hate crime in the UK, in particular since the racially
motivated murder of Stephen Lawrence, a young black man from South London, in 1993. This
became a notorious case and campaign, and many have said a turning point in public attitudes to
hate crime. Although the killers were arrested they were not convicted despite compelling
evidence. A major enquiry five years later (MacPherson enquiry) concluded that the metropolitan
police was ‘institutionally racist’ and that this had affected the case. This led to changes in the
law of double jeopardy (two killers were charged, retried and convicted in 2012) and also major
changes in the police and prosecution services. A number of the current initiatives against hate
crime (see below section 4) were created in response to this.
There is a considerable amount of legislation which can be used to prosecute hate speech - much
of it devised from a time before the prevalence or even existence of on line activity.

Laws on Communications
The principal legal tools against on-line hate currently used by the Crown Prosecution Service
(CPS) are
The Malicious Communications Act, 1988 Section 1
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1988/27/contents
The Communications Act 2003, Section 127
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2003/21/contents
The Malicious Communications Act makes it an offence to send a letter with intent to cause
distress or anxiety. In 2001 this was amended to include ‘electronic communication’ as well as
letter. Specifically it is an office to send a communication which conveys
• a message which is indecent or grossly offensive
• a threat; or
• information which is false and known or believed to be false by the sender
• if the purpose of the sender is to cause distress or anxiety to the recipient or intended
recipient.
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The Communications Act covers very similar ground, the main difference being that it does not
require any proof of the state of mind or intent of the sender. The Communications Act is also
triable only in a magistrate’s court (and therefore less serious) and subject to a statutory time limit
(6 months after crime reported to prosecutor).
There was some controversy over the definition of “grossly offensive” which could be interpreted
to outlaw satire and legitimate political or social comment. This was clarified in case law by the
Lord Chief Justice in 2012 Satirical, or iconoclastic, or rude comment, the expression of unpopular or unfashionable
opinion about serious or trivial matters, banter or humour, even if distasteful to some or
painful to those subjected to it should and no doubt will continue at their customary level,
quite undiminished by [section 127 of the Communications Act 2003].
Guidelines of the Crime Prosecution Service (CPS)
http://www.cps.gov.uk/legal/a_to_c/communications_sent_via_social_media/#a07
There are clear guidelines by the CPS on prosecuting cases involving communications sent via
social media.
The (CPS) approach to hate crime is underpinned by a number of UN treaties and conventions to
which the UK is a party, and UN declarations on hate crime, which the UK supports. These include
the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (1965), the
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (2006), the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (1948) and the Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Intolerance and of
Discrimination Based on Religion or Belief (1981).
Hate crime covers offences and sentences that are aggravated by reason of the victim's race,
religion, disability, sexual orientation or transgender identity. Aggravated or hate crime offences
include offences that may be committed via social media, such as harassment, stalking or the
distribution of written material or visual images.
Prosecutors are encouraged to pay particular attention to the language used in online hate
messages as they may sometimes not be familiar with such language. So Prosecutors are strongly
advised to ensure that ‘they fully understand the meaning and context of particular language or
slurs used’, so that they can properly assess the degree to which it may cause offence.
Sections 145 and 146 of the Criminal Justice Act 2003 provide for an increased sentence for
aggravation related to race, religion, disability, sexual orientation or transgender identity.
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Other Criminal Law Acts
In addition to these laws which specifically target on line hate crime, there are a number of
different acts that exist against racially or religiously aggravated offences. (see College of Policing
2014).
The salient ones with their explanations are listed below chronologically.
The Public Order Act (1986) (http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1986/64/contents)
This prohibits (Part 3) expressions of racial hatred, defined as “hatred against a group of persons by
reason of the group's colour, race, nationality (including citizenship) or ethnic or national origins.”

Section 18 of the Act makes it an offence for a person to use “threatening, abusive or insulting
words or behaviour, or to display any written material which is threatening, abusive or insulting,
intending to stir up racial hatred, or where having regard to all the circumstances racial hatred is
likely to be stirred up”.
Section 29B makes it an offence for a person to use “threatening words or behaviour, or display
any written material which is threatening, with the intention to stir up religious hatred.”
Offences under Part 3 carry a maximum sentence of seven years imprisonment or a fine or both.
Further amendments to the Public Order Act include The Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994 which inserted a new section 4A
“prohibiting anyone from causing alarm or distress“. The maximum penalty on conviction is 6
months imprisonment
The Racial and Religious Hatred Act 2006 which added part 3A tating that "A person who
uses threatening words or behaviour, or displays any written material which is threatening, is
guilty of an offence if he intends thereby to stir up religious hatred.”
The Criminal Justice and Immigration Act 2008 amended Part 3A of the 1986 Act to
include the offence of inciting hatred on the grounds of sexual orientation
The Football (Offences) Act 1991 http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1991/19/contents
This makes it an offence to engage or take part in chanting of an indecent or racialist nature at a
designated football match.
The Crime and Disorder Act 1998 http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1998/37/contents
This introduced the crime of racially aggravated offences. It was further amended by The Antiterrorism, Crime and Security Act 2001 http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2001/24 to also
include religiously aggravated offences.
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The 1998 Act creates the following racially or religiously aggravated offences:
•

assaults (section 29)

•

criminal damage (section 30)

•

public order offences (section 31)

•

harassment (section 32)

Section 28 of the 1998 Act defines the terms racially aggravated and religiously aggravated.
An offence is racially aggravated if:
•

at the time of committing the offence, or immediately before or after doing so, the
offender demonstrates towards the victim of the offence hostility based on the
victim’s membership (or presumed membership) of a racial group, or

•

the offence is motivated (wholly or partly) by hostility towards members of a racial
group based on their membership of that group.

Civil Law
Cases can be brought through the civil courts to seek accountability for cases where hate crime
has been committed. If successful the plaintiff can be awarded compensation.
A recent case (Mohamud v Commissioner of Police for the Metropolis [2015]) concerned a
complaint on behalf of a young victim of a racially motivated attack, where police failed to treat
him as a victim of crime. These officers went on to face disciplinary proceedings and the case
settled with an apology and damages.

Codes of Conduct
European Code of Conduct on Countering Illegal Hate Speech Online
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/fundamental-rights/files/hate_speech_code_of_conduct_en.pdf
This is a non-legally binding code of conduct agreed between the European Commission and
Facebook, Google, Youtube and Twitter to “tackle online hate speech” in collaboration with civil
society organisations (CSOs). Hitherto efforts to counter on line hate speech, racism and
xenophobia across Europe have been hampered by varying enforcement in different countries,
something the code is tackling.
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It also encourages the social media companies to take quick action as soon as a valid notification is
received.
UK Independent Press Standards Organisation (IPSO) Editors Code
https://www.ipso.co.uk/editors-code-of-practice/#Discrimination
This is a self-regulatory code of conduct. It states that - “The press must avoid prejudicial or
pejorative reference to an individual's, race, colour, religion, sex, gender identity, sexual
orientation or to any physical or mental illness or disability.” (Article 12) However it is not
supported by all newspapers, and its rulings in this area have been criticised by the European
Commission against Racism and Intolerance on the grounds that they are themselves
discriminatory and prejudicial to Muslims. (http://www.pressgazette.co.uk/sun-and-mail-namedin-european-commission-report-claiming-tabloids-push-hate-speech/
Newspapers’ self-regulated codes of conduct for example:
For example The Guardian Editorial Code
https://www.theguardian.com/info/2015/aug/05/the-guardians-editorial-cod

3.4. Statistics and tendencies related to online hate speech
There is a considerable amount of data about hate crime in the UK. According to Carl Miller of
DEMOS 6% of the data collected on hate crime across the world comes from the UK. Many of
these sources are listed on the “True Vision” website set up the Association of Chiefs of Police (see
below 4.15) http://report-it.org.uk/hate_crime_data1
However specific data on online hate speech is less easy to identify. According to the MOPAC
Evidence and Insight Team, despite the extensive research on Hate Crime in general, little
literature is available on online hate crime specifically. Available studies are qualitative and
relatively limited.

“……the exact scope of online hate is still unknown…under-reporting is widespread and
often caused by a fear of not being taken seriously. Policing is problematic and police
officers often lack specialist training” (Chapman and Romaniuk 2017)
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Data on hate crimes from the British Crime Survey
Below is a brief summary of the statistics on hate crimes between 2013 and 2016 recorded in
England and Wales by the British Crime Survey and reported in the Home Office Statistical
Bulletins.
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/hate-crime-england-and-wales-2015-to-2016 etc.
In 2013/14, there were 44,480 hate crimes recorded by the police in England and Wales, an
increase of five per cent compared with 2012/13, of which 37,484 (84%) were race hate crimes
and 2,273 (5%) were religion hate crimes. Together, racially and religiously motivated hate crime
accounted for around three-quarters of the increase in overall hate crime for the year 2013/14.
Much of the increase in race and religious hate crime is ‘likely to be due to a rise in offences in the
months immediately following the murder of an off-duty soldier, Lee Rigby in May 2013.’ (HOSB:
3). In addition, in June 2013 the Metropolitan Police reported there had been an increase in
Islamophobic hate crime in the wake of the Lee Rigby murder.
In 2014/15, there were 52,528 hate crimes recorded by the police in England and Wales, an
increase of 18 per cent compared with the 44,480 hate crimes recorded in 2013/14, of which
42,930 (82%) were race hate crimes and 3,254 (6%) were religion hate crimes;
In 2015/16, there were 62,518 hate crimes recorded by the police in England and Wales an
increase of 19 per cent compared with the 52,528 hate crimes recorded in 2014/15 of which
49,419 (79%) were race hate crimes and 4,400 (7%) were religious hate crimes.
There was a sharp increase in the number of racially or religiously aggravated offences recorded
by the police following the EU Referendum. The number of racially or religiously aggravated
offences recorded by the police in July 2016 was 49% higher than in July 2015.
It should also be noted that this increase in hate crimes year on year (2014/15 and 2015/16
compared with 2013/14) is partly due to improved compliance with the National Crime Recording
Standard by the police which has led to improved recording of crime and also partly due to a
greater awareness of hate crime on the part of the police, and improved willingness of victims to
come forward to report hate crime.
Nevertheless between 2013/14 and 2015/16 England and Wales witnessed an increase of around
30% in hate crimes of which there was a 25% increase in race crimes and a 50% increase in
religious hate crimes. In 2015/16, the CPS completed 13,032 prosecutions for racially and
religiously aggravated hate crime, an increase of 1.9% on the previous year. (CPS Hate Crime
Report for 2014/15 and 2015/16 published in 2016)
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The conviction rate in racially and religiously aggravated cases increased from 83.5% in 2014/15 to
83.8% in 2015/16 – a mere 0.3% increase. However, sentence uplifts increased from 12.0% of
cases in 2014/15 to 34.8% of cases in 2015/16, the highest proportion achieved to date.
Online hate speech.
Despite the lack of systematic information on online hate speech, we do have data on specific
issues relating to online hate speech, in particular through the work carried out by the Centre for
Analysis of Social Media at DEMOS (https://www.demos.co.uk/research-area/centre-for-analysisof-social-media/). Recent studies have included research into the on-line impact of BREXIT “Brexit the digital aftermath”
https://www.demos.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2016/07/Dispatches-Brexit-Demos.pdf and the
development of “echo chambers” - Talking to ourselves https://www.demos.co.uk/project/talking-to-ourselves/ which shows how on line groups
increasingly communicate only with like minded people.
For this report perhaps the most useful DEMOS report is the report on Islamophobia on Twitter:
March to July 2016 (Miller, Smith, Dale 2016). This clearly shows that a sharp increase of hate
speech online is usually linked to a specific national or international incident that has just
happened.

Figure 5: Spikes in Hate Crime
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During July DEMOS identified 215,247 Tweets (on average, this is 289 per hour, or 6943 per day),
sent in English and from around the world, as highly likely to be hateful, derogatory, and antiIslamic/ The most significant increase was in the immediate wake of the terrorist attack in Nice, on
July 14th, (when 84 people were killed and many more injured by a truck driven into the crowd by
a militant claiming allegiance to IS (DAESH), with another appreciable increase in the rate of antiIslamic expressions in the aftermath of the killing of Father Jacques Hamel in Normandy. 21,190
tweets sent on 15 July - the day after the attack in Nice - were identified as Islamophobic. Tweets
sent on this day focused on the attack:
“Sorry to hear about france- These muzzies just don’t quit”; “and “Stop saying 'the majority
are peace-loving'. Until the majority denounce every jihadi & turn them in, we are safer
believing the evidence”.

A further 8,950 tweets were sent on 26 July, the day of the Normandy church attack. Tweets sent
on this day comment on this attack:

“Normandy is reason 1488 that you should elect Marine Le Pen! > close borders > deport
murderous Islam & Muzzies > deport the rioting negroes”; “So some sleazy scum
Commit ted jihad in the name of #Islam this time in Normandy but hey let's keep telling
Muslims we love them”; and
“Priest killed in #Normandy today by a Radical Islamic Terrorist yet Hillary says that Islam
is peaceful! 1274 attacks this year=peaceful? Ok.”

In the UK alone (discounting English tweets from other countries, betwen the beginning of March
and the end of July 2016, an average of 367 Islamophobic Tweets were identified a day.
Consistent with the global picture, the rate increased sharply between June and July (+33%). July,
with an average of 468 anti-Islamic tweets per day, or 14,512 across the month, has the highest
rate of anti-Islamic tweets of any of the three months, and above the monthly average of 12,278
for the three months. During July 2016, the highest volume of Islamophobic tweets was sent
from 11th to 17th July (3,958) when both the Nice attacks and the attempted coup in Turkey
occurred.
Statistics on young people viewing Hate Speech online
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-37989475
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One in three internet users between the ages of 12 and 15 say they saw “hate speech” online in
the past year, according to Ofcom’s 2016 survey of children’s media habits (BBC News Technology
16/11/16). The report also highlighted the tendency for young people to spend more and more
time online. In fact Ofcom shows that the amount of time children spent watching TV has fallen by
8% but the amount of time children spent online has risen by 12% (statistics between 2015 and
2016).

4. SOCIETAL RESPONSE
4.1. Specific Initiatives
The level of concern about hate crime – and specifically online hate crime - in the UK is high, in
particular following the murder of the MP Jo Cox in June 2016 and the spike in hate speech and
hate crime after the European referendum in the same month. These were the direct stimuli for
the establishment of an inquiry into Hate Crime: abuse, hate and extremism online by the Home
Affairs Committee of the UK Parliament (House of Commons, 2017). The report was published too
late to be considered in detail by our overview, and its work was cut short by the UK elections of
June 2017. However, it contains some important examples and analysis of hate speech and a
number of specific proposals, in particular relating to the role and responsibility of the social
media platforms. It is to be hoped that this work will continue in the new parliament, which is the
expressed wish also of the outgoing committee:
We hope that the Home Affairs Select Committee of the next Parliament is able to consider
this evidence further and propose wider recommendations on tackling hate crime and
some of the central issues that emerged in our hearings, including far-right extremism and
islamophobia. (p.3)
This parliamentary concern may also reflect the fact that there are many organisations in the UK
concerned about hate speech and hate crime towards religious or minority groups and actively
engaged in trying to counter it. There is also some controversy in this area, not least relating to
the connections between hate crime and anti-radicalisation strategies. The Conservative and
Liberal Democrat coalition government (2010 to 2015) set up a policy called ‘Prevent’, as part of
the government’s counter terrorism strategy. However its critics say that this policy has been
wholly focused on Muslims and as such has alienated the Muslim community (Jeremy Corbyn on
Peston on Sunday, ITV, 26 March 2017)
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The main organisations and initiatives in this field are listed alphabetically here. The descriptions
are based on their own public statements.

4.1.1 Better Than That
Better Than That is a UK anti-hate crime campaign created in response to the significant rise in
hate crimes following the EU Referendum. It was launched on 1 December 2016. The campaign is
supported by UK Prime Minister Theresa May and a cross-party group of politicians. It aims to
promote ‘true British values’ post the Brexit vote.

4.1.2 UCL Centre for Holocaust Education (www.holocausteducation.org.uk)
The UCL Centre for Holocaust Education became a part of UCL (University College London) in
December 2014, as a result of the merger between UCL and the Institute of Education (IOE). It is
the only institution in the world to combine research into classroom needs with programmes
specifically designed to enable teachers to meet those needs and challenges.
The Centre’s holistic programme of Holocaust, Genocide and Human Rights Education (HGP) has
proven hugely successful and garnered national and international recognition. This has led to the
innovation and development of a thriving Royal Wootton Basset Academy family and community
outreach programme which promotes community cohesion, literacy and active global citizenship.
The programme hosts annual events and conferences and advocates innovative teaching and
learning in this area whilst providing opportunities for students to engage with survivors and
respected experts in the field of Holocaust Studies and genocide prevention.

4.1.3 CST Protecting our Jewish Community (https://cst.org.uk/)
CST is a voluntary organisation that has been set up to promote good relations between British
Jews and the rest of British society by working towards the elimination of racism, and antisemitism
in particular; to facilitate Jewish life by protecting Jews from the dangers of antisemitism, and antiSemitic terrorism in particular; to help those who are victims of anti-Semitic hatred, harassment or
bias; to promote research into racism, antisemitism and extremism; and to use this research for
the benefit of both the Jewish community and society in general.
CST works closely with the Police at local, regional and national levels to help protect Jewish
communities. This includes joint patrols in Jewish areas, training classes and exercises, exchange
of anti-Semitic incident data and numerous advisory roles. CST assists the work of the Police in
tackling hate crime and preventing terrorism.

4.1.4 East European Resource Centre (http://www.eerc.org.uk/)
The East European Resource Centre is a charity that provides information, advice and support to
people from Central and Eastern Europe from the 2004 and 2007 EU accession countries: Bulgaria,
Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia
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Their mission is giving voice and resources to EE migrants who experience poverty, exploitation
and social exclusion in order to help them to make choices about their lives and realise their
potential as equal members of communities.

4.1.5 Federation of Poles in Great Britai (http://zpwb.org.uk/index.php/default)
The Federation was recognised by both the Polish and British governments, as well as other Polish
organisations world-wide, as the organisation representing the Polish ethnic minority in Great
Britain. The Federation exists not only to both promote and defend the interests of the Polish
ethnic minority in Great Britain, but also to promote Polish history, culture and traditions among
the British people.

4.1.6 Hope not hate (http://www.hopenothate.org.uk)
HOPE not hate exists to provide a positive antidote to the politics of hate. They combine first class
research with community organising & grassroots actions to defeat hate groups at elections and to
build community resilience against extremism. HOPE not hate believes that hate is often the
consequence of a loss of hope and a political articulation of despair, but given an alternative,
especially one that understands and addresses their anger, most people will choose HOPE over
hate. HOPE not hate wants to expose and undermine groups that preach hate, intolerance and
division whilst uniting communities around what they have in common. HOPE not hate wants to
build a society that celebrates rather than scapegoats people’s differences. Since 2010, HOPE not
hate has focused on community politics. They have built peaceful and positive resistance to
attempts by the English Defence League (EDL) to divide communities, offered support to and run
joint initiatives with Muslim organisations and have begun campaigning against Islamist
extremism.
Since it was founded in 2004, the HOPE not hate campaign has become one of the largest and
most successful political action groups in the country. Over 216,000 people have participated in
their campaigns. They have over 62,000 supporters on Facebook, 22,000 followers on twitter and
their website receives up to 35,000 unique hits a day.

4.1.7 Migrant Resource Centre
The Migrants Resource Centre (MRC) has a vision of a society where migrants, refugees and
asylum seekers from a wide range of backgrounds and cultures are valued and able to contribute.
The Centre works in partnership with other agencies to remove the barriers that prevent migrants,
refugees and asylum seekers living in London contributing fully to society.
The MRC offers a range of free services to support migrants, refugees and asylum seekers on their
journey towards integration into their host society. By supporting them to develop their skills and
understand their rights and responsibilities, the Centre enables them to fully participate in and
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contribute to that society. The Centre provides a safe place in which users are able to learn, to
meet with others, to speak out for a better world and to move on feeling stronger. The Centre also
plays a strong part in initiating and participating in campaigns, networks and partnerships to
improve the lives of migrants, asylum seekers and refugees.
The MRC specifically aims to:
• Improve the image and perception of migrants and refugees in the UK
• Promote social justice
• Enable and encourage two-way integration through dialogue, mutual acceptance and
respect
To achieve this they offer:
• Specialist immigration and asylum advice
• General information and advice
• Employment, education and training advice and support
• Information on accessing health services

4.1.8 Migrants Organise (http://www.migrantsorganise.org/)
In 2016 the Migrant and Refugee Communities Forum was renamed Migrants Organise. It is a
platform where refugees and migrants organise for power, dignity and justice. Migrants Organise
aims to develop leadership and open up spaces for relational, organised participation of migrants
and refugees in public life.
From two decades’ work as the Migrant and Refugee Communities Forum, they know that
migrants and refugees make a positive contribution to the UK. Being at the forefront of a national
refugee welcome movement, it successfully campaigned to welcome more Syrian refugees and is
transforming the way refugees are received in communities across the UK in 2015.
Migrants Organise speaks out by making immigrant voices heard, and by taking a stand on the
issues that affect them. They connect people to help people belong. They bring diverse people
together around shared issues, on a shared platform. They also provide a platform for people to
be powerful and develop skills, leadership, confidence and connections.
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‘We organise. We mobilise. We mentor. We train. We celebrate.’ (In their own words)

4.1.9 Migrants’ Rights Network (http://www.migrantsrights.org.uk/)
Migrants' Rights Network is a young, dynamic national NGO working and campaigning in support
of migrants in the UK. Their work brings together migrant activists and support organisations,
think tanks, academics, faith groups and public sector representatives to advocate for a rightsbased approach towards migration in the UK.
Launched in 2006, they have worked to create the foundations for a UK civil society movement in
support of migrants, through building lobbying and campaigning, online and media work, public
events and providing support to migrant community activism. They also support migrant groups
by creating space for them to voice their concerns, views and experiences.

4.1.10 Migrant Voice (http://www.migrantvoice.org)
Migrant Voice is a migrant-led organisation working to strengthen the voice, participation and
representation of migrants in the media in order to encourage a more balanced, well-informed
and inclusive debate on migration in Britain.
Migrant Voice was set up to develop the skills, capacity and confidence of members of migrant
communities, including asylum seekers and refugees, to develop their own strategies to
strengthen their voice and representation in the media and at a policy making level. It provides a
platform for members from migrant communities, especially those whose voices are not usually
heard, encourages and enables them to express their views on the issues affecting their lives in
the UK, and to address the British public with the aim of correcting the imbalance in the way
migrants are represented across large parts of the media.
Migrant Voice believes that making one’s voice heard is an important step towards change, and
that every individual has the ability to make positive changes in their own life and the community
they live in.
Migrant Voice currently has regional hubs in London, Birmingham and Glasgow.

4.1.11 MOPAC (www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/mayors-office-policing-andcrime-mopac/our-strategies/hate-crime)
A Hate Crime Reduction Strategy has been developed by the Mayor’s Office for Policing And Crime
(MOPAC) in close consultation with key partners including the Metropolitan Police Service, the
Crown Prosecution Service and Ministry of Justice, as well as voluntary and community
organisations across the capital. It sets out plans to boost confidence across all communities in
reporting hate crime, develop ways to prevent offences and reduce repeat victimisation and
outlines how agencies can work together to ensure swift and sure justice for victims
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According to recent statistics, since 2012, hate crime relating to faith has increased by 23.4%,
transgender hate crime has grown by 86.2% and homophobic crime has gone up by 26.8%. This
compares to the slightly lower increases in disability hate crime (12.5%), and racist and religious
crime (19.7%). The strategy therefore sets out plans to increase awareness of hate crime in
London and encourage more people to come forward about their experiences.

4.1.12 No Hate Speech Movement (www.nohatespeechmovement.org)
According to its website the No Hate Speech Movement is ‘a youth campaign of the Council of
Europe for human rights online, to reduce the levels of acceptance of hate speech and to develop
online youth participation and citizenship, including in Internet governance processes.’
The Campaign is part of the Council of Europe’s youth project Young People Combating Hate
Speech Online running between 2012 and 2014. The project stands for equality, dignity, human
rights and diversity. It is a project against hate speech, racism and discrimination in their online
expression in all its forms, including those that most affect young people, such as forms of cyberbullying and cyber-hate. It aims at reducing hate speech and at combating racism and
discrimination in their online expression and equipping young people and youth organizations
with the competences necessary to recognise and act against such human rights violations.
Counter-speech is an effective method of eradicating anti-Muslim hate speech online, as it
challenges false information and promotes diversity. Hence, the UK Government also runs a
national No Hate Speech Movement, alongside other member states of the Council of Europe
(Council of Europe, 2012).

4.1.13 Right to Remain (http://www.righttoremain.org.uk/about/index.html)
Right to Remain is a UK-based human rights organisation which works with communities, groups
and organisations across the UK.
It provides information and resources to groups and individuals on working to establish the right
to remain and campaigning for migration justice. It delivers workshops, holds meetings with grassroots groups and networks and gives training and assistance to help people to establish their right
to remain, and to challenge injustice in the immigration and asylum system. And finally through its
communications and outreach work, it exposes the human impact of unjust immigration laws and
policies, and advocate for positive change.

4.1.14 Stop Hate UK
Stop Hate UK is one of the leading national organisations working to challenge all forms of Hate
Crime and discrimination, based on any aspect of an individual’s identity. Stop Hate UK provides
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independent, confidential and accessible reporting and support for victims, witnesses and third
parties.

4.1.15 TellMAMA UK (tellmamauk.org)
MAMA (Measuring Anti-Muslim Attacks) is funded by the British government. Its raison d’être is to
report, record and analyse anti-Muslim hate speech (Tell MAMA, 2016a). It documents high
frequency words that characterise the language of anti-Muslim prejudice, as well as analysing the
effects of ‘trigger’ events. TellMAMA is a secure and reliable service that allows people from
across England to report any form of Anti-Muslim abuse. It works on tackling anti-Muslim hatred.
Its work is not influenced or directed by Government. However, it works with Central Government
to raise the issues of anti-Muslim hatred at a policy level and this work helps to shape and inform
policy makers, whilst ensuring that an insight is brought into this area of work through the
systematic recording and reporting of anti-Muslim hate incidents and crimes.
Another important part of MAMA’s work in countering prejudice, intolerance and bigotry is to
challenge anti-Muslim narratives when they see them and when there are blogs, statements or
newspaper articles which promote them. They also challenge anti-Muslim narratives and any
behaviours related to them.

4.1.16 True Vision
The Association of Chief Police Officers set up the True Vision website, which is the main tool in
combating and reporting illegal anti-Muslim hate speech online (True Vision, 2016). If hateful
content is not illegal, the website suggests that you report it to the police, report it to the hosting
company or contact the website administrator to remove it.
True Vision, has successfully reached out to anti-Muslim hate speech victims via social media and
increased in popularity; their Facebook page has over 16,000 likes and predominantly five star
reviews (True Vision, 2016b).

4.2. Good practices
As the number of organisation established to combat Hate crime and hate speech might suggest,
there are many examples of good practice aimed at combatting hate speech and developing
alternative narratives of hope.
Here we describe just two of these, using a template adapted from Interreg Europe.
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4.2.1. Good practice 1

Self Evident (smartphone app)
Title of the practice:
Self Evident (smartphone app)
Specific objective:
Self Evident is a free app that records, validates and secures evidence. While the Android version
has been designed primarily as a crime reporting app, it also lets you file a report for work, notify
an adviser or business of a claim, send the media a news story or just secure the evidence in your
private account.
Enhancements brought to you by the Mayor of London improve accessibility for users and offer
improved support for victims of hate crime.
Main organization involved:
The name of the institution and location of the practice are per default those of the practice
author/project promoter.
Location of the practice:
London UK (available worldwide via Apple iTunes and Google Play)
Detailed information on the practice:
With 14,631 hate crimes recorded in London last year,* the Crime Survey for England and Wales
suggests that up to 52 per cent of hate crime goes unreported. The Mayor’s Hate Crime Strategy,
published in 2014, aims to make it easier to report hate crimes and there has already been a 30
per cent increase in reporting in London in the last year.
The new app, which is free to download and available on both Apple and android platforms, builds
on the existing Self Evident crime reporting app from social enterprise Just Evidence. It enables
victims to immediately report an incident, with the information going directly to the Police via a
secure server. Users can also upload photographic and video material as part of their report,
providing the option to submit a verbal statement or footage of the incident.
The app and the service are provided by Just Evidence, a social enterprise, via the Witness
Confident website and service. Developed by Mayor of London, Metropolitan Policy and
community groups.
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It is aimed at the public at large – anyone who can fall victim to hate crime, or would like to have a
tool to report hate crime.
The majority of police forces in England & Wales follow the advice of the Home Office and the
Association of Chief Police Officers and handle Self Evident crime reports in their HQ. These
presently are Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Cheshire, Cumbria, Dyfed-Powys, Essex,
Gloucestershire, Gwent, Hampshire, Hertfordshire, Kent, Lancashire, Leicestershire, Merseyside,
Metropolitan Police (London), Greater Manchester, Norfolk, Northumbria, North Wales, North
Yorkshire, South Wales, South Yorkshire, Staffordshire, Suffolk, Surrey, Sussex, Thames Valley
(Berkshire, Buckinghamshire & Oxfordshire), Warwickshire, West Mercia (Herefordshire,
Shropshire & Worcestershire) and West Yorkshire.
This service also allows you to provide confidential feedback about the service you have received
from the police.
Available in English, Danish, French, German, Japanese, Portuguese, Simplified Chinese, Spanish,
Traditional Chinese.
Free to download. Charges apply for heavy usage.
Resources needed:
MOPAC provided £100,000 funding for the development of the hate crime support app and its
year-long pilot across London.
Timescale (start/end date):
V1 launched 2013.
V2 launched October 2015 – present (last update July 2016 for IOS/Oct 2016 for Android).
Evidence of success (results achieved):
App website reports 20,000 users.
When welcoming the app as mayor, Boris Johnson said it "will help increase reporting even
further, boosting confidence, reducing repeat offences and helping victims get the support they
need" and new mayor Sadiq Khan continues to back the app.
Difficulties encountered/ lessons learned:
User reviews show technical issues such as:
• Incompatibility with some devices
• Impossibility of logging on
• Impossibility of submitting reports
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•
•
•
•

App crashing
Geolocation issues
Video import issues
Inability of the app to run on more than 1 device, to store evidence locally, or to
record secretly (these are intentional)

The issues have been addressed by a series of updates; but current average score is only 2.8/5 on
Google Play.
Potential for learning or transfer:
This is a good example of policymakers, authorities, and community groups collaborating to
produce an easy-to-use product for the public at large to increase public engagement in reporting
hate crime.
The breadth of support for the project is very interesting – with substantial funding from London’s
police force, and political backing from the Mayor of London.
The consideration of the necessary evidence required by law to pursue cases of hate crime has
shaped the app and increases the likelihood that users will be able to proceed with a case, with
the evidence they have gathered.
There has also been careful consideration of the protection of the users and of citizens’ rights – for
example, the app does not store evidence locally on the phone; and the app will not record
‘incognito’.
The fact that it is an app that will be carried by individuals in their pockets in their daily lives makes
it an incredibly powerful tool to empower individuals and communities in defending themselves
against hate crime, and having the tools to seek redress with the police and through the legal
system if necessary.
The subsequent linking with a majority of police forces in England increases the effectiveness of
the app.
There is also effective use of media coverage to raise awareness of the app among the general
public, including reviews and visibility online.
Further information:
iTunes: https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/self-evident/id571644999?mt=8
Google Play: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.witnessconfident.app
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App homepage: https://www.witnessconfident.org/self-evident-app
Mayor of London press release 2015: https://www.london.gov.uk/press-releases/mayoral/hatecrime-app-launched
How the police will respond: https://www.witnessconfident.org/ads-list/180-how-the-police-willrespond
Press reviews: https://www.witnessconfident.org/ads-list/159-rated-among-top-five-apps
BBC News report 2013 (Youtube): https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=XAUUS8HByo
Contact details:
Name: Guy Dehn, Director.
Organisation: Witness Confident https://www.witnessconfident.org/
Email: hello@witnessconfident.org

4.2.2. Good practice 2

Crown Prosecution Service - Schools Project - Racist and Religious Hate Crime
Detailed information on the practice:
Part of the CPS NW’s wider work with local communities “so that we have a better understanding
of how crime affects them and so that we can explain the role of the CPS and the work we do.”
Hate Crime Schools Project: CPS North West developed free resource packs for schools to help
teachers explore issues about hate crime and bullying with young people. They worked with
young people and with partners from the education, criminal justice and voluntary sectors to
develop these resources. Each pack contains a DVD with scenarios based on real-life incidents in
which young people have experienced bullying or hate crime because of their identity. They also
include lesson plans with classroom activities which guide understanding and awareness of hate
crime and support the national curriculum.
The Crown Prosecution Service (CPS), National Union of Teachers (NUT) and the Anthony Walker
Foundation (AWF) have worked together to produce the resource pack and pupils from schools in
the North West acted out, and helped to devise, the dramatised scenarios of racist and religious
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incidents included in the presentation. They provide starting points for discussion and are based
on real life experiences of the young people who took part in the project.
Classroom activities and guidance for teachers are also available in PDF format which are designed
to increase pupils' understanding of hate crime and prejudice and enable them to explore ways of
challenging it.
The resource packs are available for free download.
This set of resources can be used by teachers to explore the issue of Racist and Religious Hate
Crime.
Equivalent packs are available for disability hate crime, and LGBT hate crime.
The hate crime website, Report It http://www.report-it.org.uk/home lists these CPS resources as
examples of good practice.
Resources needed:
Not specified by the developers.
Timescale (start/end date):
2012-present
Evidence of success (results achieved):
The packs are endorsed by the CPS, the National Union of Teachers, and the Anthony Walker
Foundation with the intention of wide distribution among schools (statistics unavailable).
“Our aim has been to provide a resource which will help schools to promote understanding
of what racist and religious hate crimes are, develop pupils’ understanding of the effects of racist
behaviour and anti-religious prejudice and bullying, and enhance commitment to preventing it.
The CPS exists to ensure that victims of crime obtain justice through the courts, that they are
supported and assisted, and that people feel safer in their communities. It is keen to ensure that
young people understand the seriousness of all hate crimes including racist and religious hate
crimes, and to promote commitment to responsible citizenship.”
Difficulties encountered/ lessons learned:
By definition, the themes being covered can be difficult; the pack comes with the warning:
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“The stories in the DVD video clips are sensitive and there is the possibility that a scenario
might have specific significance for one or more pupils. Teachers should watch the clips
before showing them to the class so that they can be prepared for any issues which might
arise.”
The PPTs only work online as they link to video clips.
Potential for learning or transfer:
This is an excellent case of nationally important organisations collaborating with schools and
young people to produce a useful resource, aimed at schools more widely, which can address bot
awareness of hate crime issues, and promote collaboration with the authorities leading to better
reporting and community safety.
The CPS identified its needs (community engagement leading to receiving better support from the
public); worked together with national educational bodies (such as the NUT); they developed a
comprehensive overview of different types of hate crime covering aspects such as the law, real life
situational stories, victims’ witness statement, taking action. The materials are squarely aimed at
use in classrooms, with information sheets, worksheets, lesson plans, resources (including videos),
guidance for teachers, useful websites, cut-out-and-keep cards with emergency telephone
numbers for pupils to keep, and the acknowledgement of partners organisations thereby
increasing their profiles.
Further information:
-

Overall Hate Crime Schools Project homepage:
http://www.cps.gov.uk/northwest/working_with_you/hate_crime_schools_project/

-

Racist & Religious Hate Crime page:
http://www.cps.gov.uk/northwest/working_with_you/hate_crime_schools_project/schools
_project___racist_and_religious_hate_crime/

Contact details:
Name: Nazir Afzal OBE, Chief Crown Prosecutor, Crown Prosecution Service North West Area.
Organisation: North West CPS
Cumbria Tel: +44 1228 882900
Greater Manchester Tel: +44 161 827 4700
Lancashire Tel: +44 1772 208100
Press enquiries +44 1772 208283 or +44 1772 208267
Email: david.leighton@cps.gsi.gov.uk
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
There has been a high degree of concern in the UK about Hate Crime, in particular since the
racially motivated murder of Stephen Lawrence in 1993 and the subsequent criticism of the police
for institutional racism (see above p. 25). Partly at least in reaction to these failings, at the present
time there is a significant degree of official support for combatting hate crime. As our report has
detailed there is also a great deal of available data and many organisations are working to support
victims and promote alternative messages, and as we have also reported this is reflected in the
recent activity of the UK Parliament. Increasingly these initiatives are also confronting the specific
challenges of online hate.
Despite this positive framework, however, there remain significant challenges, not least in the face
of an exponential explosion of on line messaging, trolling and the dissemination of lies and
prejudice to often vulnerable people. Many of those involved in the field would say that there is
no single solution – a magic bullet – which could bring an end to a phenomenon which has in fact
existed for centuries, albeit amplified by the potential of the internet. There are, however, a
number of areas where progress could be made – and in some cases is being made – which we list
here as our initial thoughts on the way forward.

A CLEAR FRAMEWORK OF ACCEPTABLE BEHAVIOUR
There needs to be a societal response and guidance on what is and what is not acceptable
behaviour.
1. In this context the legislative framework is important. It would seem that current law in
the UK is sufficient to deal with hate crime – both in general and online. The situation is, however,
somewhat complex and it would be helpful if current laws, if not simplified, were clarified and
clearly disseminated for the public. As a number of expert observers have commented, however,
the law by itself will not solve the problem. Such is the nature of the digital world that the sources
of hate speech may well be from beyond the jurisdiction in which the possible crime is committed,
or may be hidden in the recesses of the Web. There is also a question of capacity. 20,000 hateful
tweets could mean 20,000 separate crimes, each one of which would have to be investigated and
for which evidence would have to be found.
2. Online (self) regulation. Although controversial since it has the potential to undermine
free speech, further efforts could be made to identify online hate speech, in particular by the
major social media companies and to close fake accounts and remove hateful or illegal postings.
This is a major conclusion of the recent Home Affairs Committee Report ( House of Commons,
2017) which proposes greater accountability and responsibility for Facebook, Google, Twitter and
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Youtube. The development of intelligent machines and more sophisticated algorithms could help
this process, as would better training for the staff working in the social media companies.

COMBATTING HATE
3. Understanding the scale of the problem. Reliable data can underpin the work of the
authorities and all of those combatting hate speech. Some excellent and ground breaking work is
being done by organisations such as DEMOS. The challenge will be to continue funding and
broadening such time-intensive and expert activity, and ensuring that it does not remain niche
information but is disseminated through the mainstream media.
4. Civil society support Already in the UK many organisations of different kinds are doing
excellent work in supporting victims and combatting hate. We should encourage efforts to bring
these organisations together in a more coordinated way and to share information and resources.
Ways might also be found to access more resources from the state and the public.
5. People power. On line hate speech and hate crime thrives in the anonymity of the web
and exploits the sense among victims that they are alone and under threat. Examples have shown
that these media can also be used to show solidarity with the victim (‘friends’ and ‘likes’) and to
isolate the attacker. Perhaps more detailed advice and guidelines could be helpful.

DEVELOPING A COUNTER NARRATIVE
6. Understand the perpetrators. This could also be controversial as well as difficult to
implement. However there is evidence to suggest that not all perpetrators of hate speech are the
same. In order to wean the weak and the depressed away from hate we would need to
understand their motivations
7. Rely on the victims. The key ‘positive messages’ need to come from the victims and
survivors of hate speech. It is they, not the state or the support organisations who will develop the
counter narrative. The human stories of migrants (as other targeted groups such as the disabled)
are the most powerful weapon in exposing the vacuity and ignorance of hate, and in persuading
the perhaps ill-informed that the reality of life is richer and more joyful than the dark imaginings of
the internet trolls (and some mainstream media!). The story remains the most effective means of
education and persuasion. It could be the role of the many brilliant support organisations to
support such activities.
8. Fight fire with fire. In developing and promoting a counter narrative, it will be crucial to
use the same media as the haters – through on line defence of those attacked (see above 5) and
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more positively by the promotion of those counter narratives and humanising stories on line and
not only through conventional means (discussion and debate) but using art, drama and video.
This is one of the main (and probably obvious) conclusions of our initial investigation of online
hate speech.
9. Education, Education, Education. And if there is one conclusion above all others which
we draw it is that in the long term the key to changing attitudes and developing a new narrative is
education. A main target group for any activity must be young people still in education and
training : the teenagers who may already be threatened by hate speech or indeed the
perpetrators, but also primary aged children who we know are more empathetic to others and
have not yet become set in their social and cultural attitudes. Preferably this would not be an
‘extra’ to the existing curriculum but would be linked for example to citizenship and history,
humanities, language and art. It would also be an important element in current education
relating to online safety and understanding internet processes, which is something that parents
also could share.
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